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PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING
Mark P. Wernet
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
INTRODUCTION
Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) is a quantitative velocity measurement technique for
measuring instantaneous planar cross sections of a flow field. _4 In traditional PIV, the light
from a high power double pulsed laser source is formed into a thin (lmm thick) sheet and
used to illuminate a planar cross section of a seeded flow. The only restriction on the seed
particle size is that they have a small enough aerodynamic diameter to accurately follow the
fluid motion. In the traditional PIV setup, the images of the particles illuminated in the
double pulse exposure are recorded on photographic plates. The quantitative velocity data is
obtained by using a low power laser beam to interrogate the photograph. There are different
regimes of particle density which ultimately affect the details of the data reduction technique.
Typically a Young's fringe method is used to estimate the velocity vector data. The low
power laser beam is approximately lmm in diameter, hence, th_ recoi-ded photograph must be
evaluated at many thousands of points to obtain the whole velocity vector field. The
processing time per interrogation point varies from a few seconds to a few minutes,
depending on the array processing and computer hardware employed. More recently, a
modification to the traditional PIV technique was introduced which eliminated the directional
ambiguity problem, s
The PIV technique offers the user very high precision (1%), and if performed properly,
directionally resolved velocity vector estimates over an extended planar flow cross section.
The disadvantages of the PIV technique are the high equipment costs and complexity of
operation. Special array processors are required to perform the data reduction. The
processing time per photographic plate is several hours at best. The recorded photographic
plates must be chemically processed, which increases the time lag between when the data
were recorded and when the velocity vector information is obtained. Usually, it is difficult to
ascertain if the recording conditions are properly set until after the photographic plates have
been developed, which is long after the experiment ended.
TheParticleDisplacementTracking (PDT) techniqueis anall electronicPIV dataacquisition
andreductionprocedure. Therehasbeenotherwork devotedto thedevelopmentof all, or
partialelectronicPIV.6-12Noneof thesetechniques,however,areasefficient and simpleas
thePDT technique. The PDT techniqueusesa low power,continuouswave laseranda
ChargedCoupledDevice(CCD) camerato electronicallyrecordthe particle images13. A
frame-grabberboard in a PC computersuppliesall of the dataacquisitionsupportand data
reductionprocessing.No chemicalprocessingstepsare involved. No specializedarray
processorsarerequired. The particle imagescanbeviewedon anRGB monitor prior to
acquiringthedata to insurethat all of the recordingparametersareproperly set. The data
processingtime is typically lessthan 100secondsin total on an 80386PC. The accuracyof
thevelocity estimatesis on theorder of 5%, andvariesinverselywith themagnitudeof the
velocity vector. In summary,thePDT techniqueis a simple,fast,easily implementeddata
reductiontechniquefor PIV data. No chemicalprocessingstepsare involved, the system
costsaremoderatelylow, andthereduceddataareavailablefor analysissecondsafter the
dataareacquired.
This manualdescribesthe hardwareand softwarerequirementsfor implementingthe PDT
system. No specificdetailsaregiven aboutthe lasersource,optics,particulateseeding,or
CCD cameras.Theseparametersvary dependingon the specificsof theflow field under
study. The readeris directedto the openliteratureon PIV for moreinformationon selecting
systemparametersandhardware.No claim is madethat thesoftwareroutinesfor reducing
and analyzingthe dataarecompletelyoptimized. Althoughmucheffort hasbeendevotedto
obtainingthefastestdatareductionspeedspossible,the usermaydeterminemoreefficient
methodsfor implementingthe conceptsdefinedin the PDT technique.
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1). HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
All of the data acquisition and processing routines discussed herein run under MS-DOS V3.0
and higher. The data acquisition routines are real mode programs, meaning they will run on
an 8088/8087, 80286/80287, or an 80386/80387 based computer. However, the data reduction
and graphical analysis programs are written in Fortran 77 and compiled using a DOS-
Extender, which generates protected mode code. The data reduction programs will only run
on an 80386 based computer which must have at least an 80387 coprocessor installed. A
Weitek 3167 coprocessor may also be installed in addition to the 80387 math coprocessor.
The Microway NDP Fortran Version 2.1 compiler used to compile the Fortran code supports
both the 80387 or the Weitek 3167. The Weitek code will execute 3-5 times faster than the
80387 code.
The real mode data acquisition programs require approximately 100KBytes of memory space
to run. The protected mode programs run in Extended memory above 1MByte. In order to
run the protected mode program the 80386 based computer must have at least 3MBytes of
Extended memory above the 1Mbyte base memory, for a total system memory of 4MBytes.
The graphical analysis program uses 1MByte of extended memory to generate high resolution
(300dpi) plots in the computer memory and then transfers the image to a printer. The default
printer supported by the graphical analysis program is the HP Laserjet+ and HP Laserjet
Series II with at least 1.5Mbytes of memory installed in the printer. Both the data acquisition
and graphical analysis routines use menu based screens. The data acquisition routines require
the mouse for operation, while the graphical analysis routines can use either the mouse or the
keypad arrow keys.
All of the data acquisition and data reduction software use text graphics for the user interface.
The text graphics support EGA graphics resolution and above. The only other graphic
requirements are for the graphical analysis routine. The graphical analysis routine allows the
user to display the acquired velocity vector data in a 2-D velocity vector map, and other
graphing options. The supported graphic resolutions are EGA 640x350, VGA 640×480, and
Video Seven VRAM VGA 1024x768 resolutions.
The data acquisition hardware was installed in a Compaq 386/25MHz computer, equipped
with both an Intel 80387 and a Weitek 3167 coprocessor. The data acquisition board
supported by the data acquisition routines is an EPIX 4-MEG video board. The EPIX 4-MEG
video board was chosen because of the large on board memory buffering capacity and the
extremely flexible image sizing memory architecture. The default EPIX board settings were
used (interrupt vector=3, memory segment=0xD, dma channel=2, register base=0x280). The
only modification was the use of a 12.5MHz oscillator, available from EPIX for the 4-MEG
video board. The 12.5MHz oscillator controls the sampling frequency of the RS-170 video
signal. Using this oscillator frequency produces nearly square pixels (@640x480 pixel
resolution), hence, no aspect ratio correction is required in the velocity vector data. An RGB
monitor is used to monitor the frame-grabber operations. Either a single frequency or
multiple frequency RGB monitor can be used. Throughout the remainder of this document
the RGB monitor connectedto the EPIX 4-MEG video boardwill be referredto as the system
monitor. The datacanbeacquiredfrom a ChargeCoupledDevice (CCD) camera,or any
otherRS-170compatiblecamera. The imageacquisitionformat was640×240pixel video
fields. The EPIX boardallows acquisitionof eitherfields or frames,fields wereusedto
obtain thehighestsamplingfrequency,1/60second. At this videoresolution,27 image
bufferscanbe storedon theEPIX board. The imagesacquiredfrom anRS-170video source
are interlaced,thus,everyother row of a 640×480pixel imagewould beblank, so only 240
lines aresaved. For more informationon the videoformatsseereference14.
In summary,the hardwarerequirementsare:
ComputerSystem: 80386basedPCrun MS-DOSVersion3.0 or higher
equippedwith an80387
optionally equippedwith a Weitek 3167
4MBytes total systemmemory(3MBytesof Extended)
EGA, VGA, or Video SevenVRAM VGA w/512kbyteVRAM
Monitor to supportthe abovegraphicscard
(NEC MuhiSync 4D workswell with theVideo SevenVRAM VGA)
Microsoft compatiblemouse
Hardcopy: HP Laserjet+,HP LaserjetSeriesII, or
HP LaserjetSeriesHI with at least 1.5MBytes of memory
Frame-Grabber: EPIX 4-MEG Video board equipped with the optional 12.5MHz
oscillator. The following EPIX software is also
required: 4MDRIVER C image acquisition subroutine library
PXIPL C image processing subroutine library
recommended: 4MIP interactive image processing package
System monitor: RGB or composite video monitor to display images acquired from the
EPIX 4-MEG video board, and to display the RS-170 video images
from the CCD array camera used to acquire the video data.
Video Camera: RS-170 video camera for acquiring the video images. The pixel
resolution of the camera should be at least 600h×400v. The camera
sensitivity depends on the amount of scattered light collected. For low
light level sources and small panicle sizes (5_m), an intensified camera
is recommended.
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2) SOFTWARE COMPILERS AND LIBRARIES
Two software compilers were used to produce the executable programs for data acquisition
and reduction. The real mode data acquisition program was created via Microsoft C Version
5.1 compiler along with the Microsoft QuickC Version 2.0 screen graphics include file and
graphics library. The mouse support for the text screen menus was obtained via the
Microsoft mouse library 'MOUSE.LIB'. As mentioned above, the software support for the
EPIX frame-grabber board functions were obtained via EPIX's software subroutine libraries.
The protected mode programs were written in Fortran 77 and compiled using Microway's
NDP-Fortran-386 Version 2.1 compiler. The text screen menus were generated using the
NDP built in graphics library 'LGREX.LIB'. The LGREX library also contains support for a
Microsoft compatible mouse, which is used in conjunction with the screen menus in the
graphical analysis program. The high resolution screen graphics and hardcopy support were
obtained using Media Cybernetic's HALO Professional Fortran libraries. The HALO
Professional libraries are compatible with Microway's NDP Fortran compiler.
In summary, the compilers and libraries used were:
Real Mode C program:
Microsoft C Version 5.1 Compiler
Microsoft QuickC Version 2.0
include file:
graphics library:
Microsoft Mouse Library:
EPIX subroutine library:
EPIX Image Processing Library:
'GRAPH.H'
'GRAPHICS.LIB'
'MOUSE.LIB'
'M4OBJM.LIB'
'PXIPLM.LIB'
Protected Mode Fortran Programs:
Microway NDP-Fortran-386 Version 2.1 Compiler with the
built in screen graphics library: 'LGREX.LIB'
Media Cybernetics HALO Professional
graphics interface module:
graphics kernel:
screen drivers:
virtual graphics device:
printer driver:
fonts:
'AHDNDPF.OBJ'
'AHDNDPF.KRN'
'AHDIMBE.DSP'
'AHDIBMV.DSP'
'AHDV7VP.DSP'
'AHDVRI.DSP'
'AHDLJTP.PRT'
'AHD106.FNT'
'AHD 107.FNT'
'AHD201 .FNT'
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3). DATA ACQUISITION ROUTINES
The data acquisition routines are all written in Microsoft C Version 5.1 and can all be
executed from a single menu based master program. The EPIX 4-MEG video board comes
with a subroutine library of C routines. Two of the EPIX libraries were used: M4OBJM.LIB
and PXIPLM.OBJ for the medium size memory model. The Microsoft Mouse (MOUSE.LIB)
library was also used for mouse support. The screen graphics were done using Microsoft
QuickC Version 2.0 graphics. The graphics include file was from QuickC Version 2.0, along
with the graphics library. The QuickC graphics library is compatible with Microsoft C V5.1.
The C program 'PDTMNLS.C' performs all of the requisite data acquisition and permits
analysis of the acquired images for boundaries and background level. The main menu is
displayed at the start of the program. Both the keyboard and a Microsoft compatible mouse
can be used to select menu items. The mouse is moved forward and back to select items, and
the left button is depressed to execute a menu item. The keypad up and down arrow keys can
also be used to select the menu items. To execute a menu item press the enter key. The
home and end keys move the menu pointer to the top and bottom of the menu respectively.
The pageup and pagedown keys are used to select the currently displayed image buffer on the
system monitor. The buffer number currently being displayed is shown at the top of the
menu "Current Image Buffer #" on the computer screen.
The PDTMNLS main menu appears below:
Particle Imaging Velocimetry
Data Acquisition and Image Analysis System
Using EPIX 4-Meg Video Board (640x240)
Revised 10/31/90 M.P.W.
Current Image Buffer #I
Set EPIX Board for Pass Thru
Acquire a Single Image
Acquire a 5-Field Series
Acquire a 25-Field Series
Restore an Image File
Analyze Image for Background Level
Exit Program
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The currently selected item has a highlight bar around it. By using the mouse or keypad
arrow keys, the highlighted option can be changed. The function of each menu item is as
follows:
Set EPIX Board For Pass Thru
Set the EPIX board so that the RS-170 video signal connected to the Video-In line is
displayed on the system monitor in a pass through mode.
Acquire a Single Image
This option acquires the next full video frame (640x480) that comes in on the Video-In line
and displays it on the system monitor. This is an interlaced full video frame. The user is
queried for the full name of the file to store the image. This feature is used for evaluating
the system setup, or acquiring a single image which may contain a reference scale.
Acquire a 5-Field Series
This option acquires a 5-field sequence of images. The five video fields are subsequently
used to generate a single velocity vector map using the Fortran data reduction software
routines. The user is queried for the number of inter-field intervals between the acquired
fields. The acquired image size is 640 pixels horizontally x 240 lines. The field intervals are
in multiples of 1/60 of a second. By selecting a large number of video fields to elapse
between acquired images, the motion of low velocity particles can be recorded. Selecting 1
video field interval between acquired images corresponds to the maximum velocity which can
be recorded, which acquires 5 adjacent video fields. The user is also prompted for the file
name root to store the acquired image series. The name length must be no longer than 7
characters. A buffer number and suffix number are appended to the end of the entered file
name root. For example, if the root 'TEST' is entered, the five images are stored in files
TEST1.PIV, TEST2.PW, TEST3.PIV, TEST4.PIV, and TEST5.PIV. The *.PIV suffix is used
to denote raw particle image files.
Image acquisition begins after the user enters the file name root and presses the return key.
At the end of acquisition, the image acquired into buffer #1 is displayed on the system
monitor. The five video fields are stored in image buffers 1 through 5 on the EPIX board.
The pageup/pagedown keys can be used to page through the acquired images. The top of the
main menu indicates the currently displayed image buffer. The images remain in the first
five buffers until another operation is performed. An additional operation performed by the
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softwareis to add togetherthe imagesin buffer 1 through5 and storetheresult in image
buffer #6. By viewing imagebuffer #6, the usercanevaluatewhetheranappropriateinter-
field time interval hasbeenselectedfor theflow field understudy. Sincetheacquired
sequenceof video imageswill subsequentlybeprocessedindividually, overlappingparticle
imagesin thesummedimagesequencedisplayedin buffer #6 arepermitted. The particles
musthavemovedby somedetectabledistancefor thePDT techniqueto work. The minimum
allowableparticle displacementbetweentwo exposuresis 1 pixel.
Acquire 25-Field Series
This option acquires five 5-field series, for a total of 25 sequential video fields. The 25-field
series are used to produce 5 velocity vector map files via the Fortran data reduction routines.
The five velocity vector files can be used to show the particle trajectories over an extended
period (5 acquisition sets).
The user is queried for the number of inter-field intervals between the acquired fields. The
acquired image size is 640 pixels horizontally × 240 lines. The field intervals are in
multiples of 1/60 of a second. By selecting a large number of video fields to elapse between
acquired images, the motion of low velocity particles can be recorded. Selecting 1 video field
interval between acquired images corresponds to the maximum velocity which can be
recorded, which acquires 25 adjacent video fields. The user is also prompted for the file
name root to store the acquired image series. The name lengtli must be no longer than 6
characters. A buffer number and suffix number are appended to the end of the entered file
name root. For example, if the root 'TEST' is entered, the twenty-five images are stored in
files TEST1.PIV, TEST2.PIV, TEST3.PIV, TEST4.PIV .... TEST25.PIV. The '.PIV' suffix is
used to denote raw image files.
Image acquisition begins after the user enters the file name root and presses the return key.
At the end of acquisition, the image acquired into buffer #1 is displayed on the system
monitor. The twenty-five video fields are stored in image buffers 1 through 25 on the EPIX
board. The pageup/pagedown keys can be used to page through the acquired images. The
top of the main menu indicates the currently displayed image buffer. The images remain in
the first twenty-five buffers until another operation is performed.
Restore an Image File
This menu option restores an image file from disk to the EPIX board frame buffer #1, which
can then be viewed on the system monitor. The image file can be either a video field
(640×240) or a video frame (640×480). The software automatically detects the size of the
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imageandchangesthe EPIX boardto be in the appropriateinterlacemode(on or off). The
useris promptedfor the full file nameto be restored.This option is usefulfor examininga
previouslyacquiredand savedimage.
Analyze Image for Boundaries
The purpose of this routine is to allow the user to determine the boundaries of the image. In
subsequent processing steps, only the rectangular region containing the actual moving
particles is desired. Bounding surfaces, or other unwanted sources of stray light in the
periphery of the image can be eliminated by recording the coordinates of the active velocity
area only. If the velocity field fills the entire field of view, or if there are no extraneous
objects present in the image other than the particle images against a black background, then
this step is not required.
When selected, this option queries the user for the name of an image file to be restored to the
EPIX board frame buffer #1, which can then be viewed on the system monitor. The image
file can be either a video field (640x240) or a video frame (640x480). The software
automatically detects the size of the image and changes the EPIX board to be in the
appropriate interlace mode (on or off). Once the image has been restored, a cursor with
intersecting horizontal and vertical lines will appear on top of the image displayed on the
system monitor. The cursor coordinates in pixel units are displayed on the computer screen.
The mouse is used to move the cursor around on the system monitor. As the Cursor moves
on the system monitor, the coordinates on the computer screen are updated to show the
current cursor coordinates. The coordinates displayed are the x (horizontal 0-639) and y
(vertical 0-479). If the image being examined is a video field, the Vertical coordinate
increments by 2. For a full frame video image, the vertical coordinate increments by 1. By
depressing the left button, the current cursor position is stored on the computer screen. The
active cursor coordinates are now displayed underneath the stored coordinates on the
computer screen. By depressing the left mouse button again the now current cursor
coordinates are stored underneath the previously stored coordinates, and the active coordinates
are displayed further down on the computer screen. The cursor coordinates are stored on the
screen as many times as the left mouse button is depressed. By pressing the "PRINT
SCREEN" key, a hardcopy of the screen will be transferred to the printer. After the images
have been analyzed, the printer can be form fed to obtain the copy of the recorded cursor
coordinates. The two pairs of coordinates which will be used in subsequent processing steps
are the lower left comer and upper right corner coordinates. Hence, these two coordinate
pairs should be recorded. The routine is terminated by depressing the right mouse button,
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Figure 1 showsa samplePIV imagewith
someglareon theright sideof the figure.
The particle imagedatado not completely
fill the field of view. The boxedregion
showsthe desiredprocessingregion. The x
andy extents of the boxed region must be
recorded as described above.
Figure 1: Particle image file showing some
glare at the right of the figure. The boxed area
indicates the region to be processed.
Analyze Image for Background Level
The purpose of the background analysis operation is to determine the appropriate image
threshold level for the PARTICLE IMAGE BOUNDARY PROCESSING stage of data
reduction. This option queries the user for the name of an image file to be restored to the
EPIX board frame buffer #1, which can then be viewed on the system monitor. The image
file can be either a video field (640x240) or a video frame (640x480). The software
automatically detects the size of the image and changes the EPIX board to be in the
appropriate interlace mode (on or off). Once the image has been restored, the computer
screen will show the current threshold level in grey levels. The initial value is zero; all of the
image information is displayed. By moving the mouse forward and backward, the threshold
level can be increased or decreased. The actual threshold level currently in effect is displayed
on the computer screen and the effect of the threshold operation on the image can be
observed on the system monitor. This operation is terminated by depressing the left mouse
button.
In order to accurately determine the particle centroids, the individual particle images must
have high contrast. The background level MUST be made zero by adjusting the threshold
level. Typically, when an image is acquired, camera noise or stray light tend to add a
constant background level to the image. The background level may be as low as a few grey
levels or as high as 250. For 8-bit images the maximum grey level is 256. Every effort
should be made to reduce the amount of background light prior to acquiring the video images.
Although high background levels can be removed, they reduce the dynamic range of the
subsequent image. High dynamic range maximizes the accuracy of the particle centroid
estimation.
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The thresholdlevel is adjusteduntil theparticle imagesaredisplayedon a completelyblack
background. Theparticle imagesmustbeclearly resolvedindividual entities. Adjacent
particle imagesmust not be touching. Figure2a showsa closeup view of somerecorded
particle imageswith a thresholdlevelof 0. Noticethat someof theparticle imagesare
connectedby non-zerovaluedpixels. By increasingthe thresholdlevel, the non-zeropixel
valuesin betweenthe adjacentparticleimagescanbeeliminatedyielding completely
independentparticle images. Figure 2b showsthesameimageasin 2awith a thresholdlevel
of 40 grey levels. The particle imagesarenow clearlydefinedon a black background. The
thresholdlevel which producesthebestimagecontrastis recorded. The backgroundlevel
analysisproceduretypically needbedonefor only oneimageout of the acquiredseries,since
the imageto imagebackgroundlevel variationsarevery small. Caremust be takento insure
that not too manyof the panicle imagesare removedby the selectedthresholdlevel. There
is a subjectivetradeoffbetweeneliminating faint particle imagesandclearly resolvingthe
boundariesof brighterparticle images.
Figure 2a: Sampleraw image file
showing particle images with non-
zerobackgroundlevel.
Figure 2b: Sameimageasshownin
figure 2a,however,a thresholdlevel
hasbeenusedto clearly resolvethe
particle images and make the
backgroundlevel zero.
Exit Program
The function of this menu option is obvious. Program operation is terminated.
4). DATA REDUCTION ROUTINES
The data reduction routines were all written in Fortran 77 and compiled using Microway's
NDP-Fortran-386 compiler for MS-DOS. All of the routines incorporate text based graphics
via NDP's built-in graphics features. An EGA graphics board or better is required to use
these text based graphics. The data reduction routines have previously been written to run in
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640KBytesof memoryfor usewith Microsoft's Fortrancompiler. Theconversionis simple,
replaceall of the INTEGER*4 imagestoragearraysin theNDP versionwith
CHARACTER*1 arrays. TheMicrosoft Fortrancompilerexecutesvery efficiently with
characterdata. Also, the grey level comparisonstatementsmustbechangedto character
comparisons,insteadof integercomparisons.The text basedgraphicsusedin NDP Fortran
must bemodified for theMicrosoft Fortrantext graphicsroutines.
Thereareessentiallytwo stagesto the datareductionprocess.First, the acquiredraw particle
image*.PIV video fields obtainedvia the EPIX frame-grabberboardmust beprocessedto
determinetheparticle imagecentroids. The particle imagecentroidsaredeterminedfor each
imagein the5 field sequence.A single time historyparticle imagecentroid file is then
createdwhich containsthe singlepixel positionsof the particle imagesrecordedon all 5
fields in the imagesequence.The time history file format is 640/480 pixels by 8 bits, the
sameasthe original imagedata. The pixelsrepresentingthe particlepositionshavetheir
amplitudescodedby 2_,whereI is the framenumberin the sequencein which the particle
wasdetected.The time history files thenserveasthe input data to the secondstageof the
datareductionprocess.A descriptionof the boundaryprocessingalgorithm is given in
Appendix I.
The secondstageof thedatareductionprocessis theParticleDisplacementTracking stage.
The time history file is searchedfor the locationof all pixelswith amplitudesequalto 2_,
which correspondsto theinitial particle locationsin the 5 field sequence.The initial particle
locationsare thenusedasthecenterpoint of acircular searchregion. The distancebetween
the2_amplitudecenterpixel and 22amplitudepixels in the sea?rchregionareusedto estimate
theparticle's directionof travelanddisplacementbetweenexposures.The displacements
determinedfrom the 2_- 22particlepairsin thesearchregionare thenusedto project where
theparticle will haveprogressedto in the3'd, 4 th, and 5 th exposures. For a valid velocity
vector identification, the pixel amplitudes at the projected 3'd, 4_, and 5 _ positions must be
equal to 23, 24, and 25, respectively. The details of the PDT algorithm are discussed in
reference 13.
There are four data reduction routines included in the PDT package; BOUND5, BOUND25,
BSPDTLS, and PDTLS. Briefly, the BOUND5 and BOUND25 routines perform the first
stage boundary processing of the particle image data and generate time history files with the
*.TS# suffix. The PDTLS routine performs the Particle Displacement Tracking process on
the time history files to detect velocity vectors. The BSPDTLS routine performs both of the
data reduction stages without the generation of the intermediate time history files. A more
detailed description of each routine follows.
The protected mode Fortran programs require a DOS-Extender loader program for execution.
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The form of the DOS commandline call for running oneof theNDP-Fortranprogramsis:
C:\> RUN386 BOUND5
where:
RUN386: Microway DOS-Extender program loader
BOUNDS
The BOUND5 routine performs the boundary processing algorithm on a single 5-image
sequence. The user is prompted for the XXXXXX#.PIV file name root, and the single time
history file name to store the resulting image. The first 7 characters of the file name are
entered, and the five raw image data file names are generated by the program. For example,
given the file name root "TEST", the five file names generated by PDTMNLS.EXE are:
TEST1.PIV, TEST2.PIV, ... TEST5.PIV. The routine queries the user for the type of image
file, field or frame. The data acquisition program PDTMNLS.EXE used to acquire the
images for the PDT system acquires image fields in 1/60 second intervals. Hence, the user
should respond to the query with the default reply of a field. Since the data are fields and
not frames, the data files only contain 240 lines of image data. The horizontal resolution is
still 640 pixels. As the program reads in the field data files, the horizontal rows are doubled
in order to produce a full 640x480 pixel image. The routine also requests the user to enter a
processing threshold level. The threshold level was previously determined via the "Analyze
Image for Background Level" routine from the data acquisition program. For high contrast
images with little background noise a typical threshold level is 10 grey levels. The user is
also queried for the boundaries of the image to process. The image boundaries were
previously determined via the "Analyze Image for Boundaries" from the data acquisition
program. If there are no obstructions or flare light in the field of view, then the default
values can be used. Only the rectangular area defined by the lower left and upper right
corners of the bounded area are processed. The results of this routine are then used as the
input to the PDTLS routine to identify the velocity vectors from the amplitude coded particle
time history information.
BOUND2S
The BOUND25 routine performs boundary processing on a 25-field sequence of images. The
images are processed in five groups of 5-fields, producing 5 time history files. The advantage
of the 25-field series acquisition is that more data are collected and particles can be tracked
over an extended interval. A particle which is tracked across all 25-fields will produce 5
velocity vectors oriented head to tail in succession. Acquiring multiple data sets sequentially
can be used in the data analysis to elucidate the flowing fluid motion. More details of
'movies' will be given in the Graphical Data Analysis Section below.
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The useris promptedfor theXXXXX#.PIV file nameroot, andfor theprocessingthreshold
grey level. For theraw imageseriesfile names,only the first 5 charactersof the file name
areentered,andthe twenty-five raw imagedatafile namesaregeneratedby the program. For
the time historystoragefile names,the same5 characterroot is used. The programgenerates
five file nameswith the thresholdlevel incorporatedinto the nameprefix, and the suffix is
'*.TS#', where# is the numberof the groupof 5 imagesout of the 25 imagesequence.For
example,if the file nameroot is "TEST", thenthe datafiles readin areTEST1.PIV to
TEST25.PIV. If theprocessingthresholdlevel was25, thenthe storagefile namesfor the
time history files areTEST025.TSI,TEST025.TS2.... TEST025.TS5.Threespacesareused
for the thresholdlevel to permit accuraterecordingof thresholdlevels larger than 100grey
levels. Hence,in the time history file names,thef'trst 5 charactersareselectedby the userto
identify thedataset,the next 3 charactersareusedto encodetheprocessingthresholdlevel,
and thefile suffix is TS# identifies thefile asa centroidprocessedtime history file, where#
is the index of the groupof 5-fieldsout of the 25-field sequence.For example,file
TEST025.TS1containsthe codedtime history informationfrom files TEST1.PIV,
TEST2.PIV,TEST3.PIV,TEST4.PIV,andTEST5.PIV. File TEST025.TS2containsthe
codedtime history informationform imagefiles TEST6.PIVto TEST10.PIV,andso on.
Again, as statedabovefor the BOUND5 routine,the thresholdlevel waspreviously
determinedvia the "AnalyzeImagefor BackgroundLevel" routine from thedataacquisition
program. For high contrastimageswith little backgroundnoisea typical thresholdlevel is 10
grey levels. The routinequeriestheuserfor thetype of imagefile, field or frame. Thedata
acquisitionprogramPDTMNLS usedto acquirethe imagesfor thePDT systemacquires
imagefields in 1/60secondintervals. Hence,the usershouldrespondto the querywith the
defaultreply of a field. Sincethe dataare fields andnot frames,thedata files only contain
240 lines of imagedata. The horizontalresolutionis still 640 pixels. As the programreads
in thefield datafiles, the horizontalrowsaredoubledin order to producea full 640x480
pixel image. The useris alsoqueriedfor the boundariesof the imageto process. Theimage
boundarieswere previouslydeterminedvia the "AnalyzeImagefor Boundaries"from the data
acquisitionprogram. If therearenoobstructionsor flare light in the field of view, then the
defaultvaluescan beused. Only therectangularareadefinedby thelower left and upper
right comersof the boundedareaareprocessed.Theresultsof this routineareusedasinput
to thePDTLS routine,which identifiesthe velocity vectorsfrom the amplitudecodedparticle
imagetime history information.
PDTLS
The PDTLS routine performs the second stage of the PDT processing. The time history files
created in the first stage are now processed to identify velocity vectors. The program queries
the user for the number of time history files to be processed. For each file to be processed,
the user is prompted for name of each time history file, the name of the file in which to store
the velocity vector data, and the search region size in pixels. The entire file names must be
entered. The search region size is selected corresponding to the maximum expected particle
displacement between exposures. A typical search region size is 10 pixels. The shorter the
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displacement,the morenearly linear theexpectedparticlepathwill be. Longerpathswill
deviatefrom the assumedlinearparticle trajectory. Larger searchregionsalsoincreasethe
probabilityof a falseidentification. For moredetails regardingthePDT searchalgorithmsee
reference13. For moredetailsabouttheprobability of a false identificationseereference15.
The velocity vectordataarewritten to the userselectedfile namein formattedfile type. The
first numberin the file is the numberof detectedvelocity vectors. The format for the number
of vectorsis FORMAT(I4). Following theintegernumberof vectorsin the file are the
velocity vectordata. Therearefour numbersper velocity vector:x,y-coordinates(pixels),
vectormagnitude(pixels/timeof 5 field acquisition),andvectordirection (degrees).The x,y
coordinatesare thecoordinatesof theMIDPOINT of thevelocity vector. The plotting
routinescontainedin this packageadhereto this standard,andcorrectlydisplay the velocity
vector. The reasonthe midpoint is usedis becausethevelocity vector is the averagevelocity
of a particleoverall 4 displacements(betweenthe five exposures),hence,the meanposition
of theparticle is at the midpointof thevelocity vector. Actually four particledisplacements
aredetermined.The four particledisplacementsarefrom themotion of theparticle between
exposuresl&2, 2&3, 3&4, and4&5. The sumtotal of the individual displacementsis used
as thevelocity vectormagnitudeandwritten to the outputfile. The format for thevectordata
is FORMAT(4F12.4). Following thevelocity vectordataaretwo commentlines. The first
line tells how manyvelocity vectorsweredetected,and the secondline tells the amountof
cpuprocessingtime requiredin the PDT processingstage. Thecommentlinesaremerely for
archival purposes.
BSPDTLS
The BSPDTLS routine performs the same operations as both the BOUND25 and PDTLS
routines in a single program. The program operates on 25-field acquired series. The raw
image files are read in, and the velocity vector data files are written out at the end of the
program. The time history image generated from the centroid processing is passed to a PDT
processing subroutine to perform the velocity vector identification. No intermediate time
history images are written to files, which saves disk storage space. The option of batch mode
or interactive mode processing is available. In batch mode, the program queries the user for
the number of 25-field image sequences to process and then queries all the requisite
information for the number of data series specified. In interactive mode, only one 25 field
image series is processed at a time.
The advantage of the 25-field series acquisition is that more data are collected and particles
can be tracked over an extended interval. A particle which is tracked across all 25-fields will
produce 5 velocity vectors oriented head to tail in succession. Acquiring multiple data sets
sequentially can be used in the data analysis to elucidate the flowing fluid motion. More
details of 'movies' will be given in the Graphical Data Analysis Section below.
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The useris promptedfor the first five characters(XXXXX#.PIV) of thefile nameroot, and
for theprocessingthresholdgrey level. For theraw imagefile names,only the first 5
charactersof thefile nameareentered,and thetwenty-five raw imagedatafile namesare
generatedby the program. For thevelocity vectoroutput files, the programgeneratesfive file
nameswith the thresholdlevel incorporatedinto thenameprefix, and thesuffix is 'DS#',
where# is the numberof thegroupof 5 imagesout of the 25 imagesequence.For example,
if thefile nameroot is "TEST", thenthedata files readin areTEST1.PIVto TEST25.PIV. If
the processingthresholdlevel was25, then the velocity vectoroutput file namesare
TEST025.DS1,TEST025.DS2.... TEST025.DS5.Threespacesareusedfor thethreshold
level to permit accuraterecordingof thresholdlevels larger than 100grey levels. Hence,in
the output velocity vector file names,the first 5 charactersareselectedby the userto identify
thedataset,the next 3 charactersareusedto encodethe processingthresholdlevel, andthe
file suffix is '*.DS#', where# is the indexof the groupof 5-fieldsout of the 25-field
sequence.Again, as statedabovefor the BOUND5 andBOUND25 routines,the threshold
level waspreviouslydeterminedvia the "Analyze Imagefor BackgroundLevel" routinefrom
thedataacquisitionprogram. For high contrastimageswith little backgroundnoisea typical
thresholdlevel is 10grey levels. The routinequeriesthe userfor the typeof imagefile, field
or frame. The dataacquisitionprogramPDTMNLSusedto acquirethe imagesfor the PDT
systemacquiresimagefields in 1/60secondintervals. Hence,theusershouldrespondto the
query with the defaultreply of a field. Sincethedataare fields andnot frames,the datafiles
only contain240 lines of imagedata. The horizontalresolutionis still 640 pixels. As the
programreadsin thefield datafiles, the horizontalrowsaredoubledin order to producea
full 640×480pixel image. The useris alsoqueriedfor the boundariesof the imageto
process.The imageboundarieswerepreviouslydeterminedvi_/the "Analyze Imagefor
Boundaries"from thedataacquisitionprogram. If thereareno obstructionsor flare light in
thefield of view, then thedefault valuescanbe used. Only therectangularareadefinedby
thelower left andupperright cornersof the boundedareaareprocessed.
In additionto theboundaryprocessinginformation,theprogramalsorequeststhe regionsize
for thePDT processingasin thePDTLSprogram. The searchregionsize is selected
correspondingto themaximumexpectedparticledisplacementbetweenexposures.A typical
searchregionsizeis 10pixels. The shorterthedisplacement,the morenearly linear the
particlepathwill be. Longerpathswill deviatefrom theassumedlinearparticle trajectory.
Largersearchregionsalsoincreasetheprobability of a falseidentification. For moredetails
regardingthePDT searchalgorithmseereference13. For moredetailsaboutthe probability
of a falseidentificationseereference15.
The velocity vectordataarewritten to theXXXXXZZZ.DS# file namesin a formattedfile
type. The first numberin thefile is the numberof detectedvelocity vectors. The format for
the numberof vectorsis FORMAT(I4). Following the integernumberof vectorsin the file
arethe velocity vectordata. Thereare four numberspervelocity vector:x,y-coordinates
(pixels),vectormagnitude(pixels/timeof 5 filed acquisition),andvectordirection (degrees).
The x,y coordinatesare thecoordinatesof theMIDPOINT of thevelocity vector. The
plotting routinescontainedin this packageadhereto this standard,andcorrectlydisplay the
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velocity vector. The reasonthe midpoint is usedis becausethevelocity vector is the average
velocity of theparticle overall 4 displacements(betweenfive exposures),hence,the mean
positionof the particle is at themidpointof thevelocity vector. Actually four particle
displacementsaredetermined.The four particledisplacementsarefrom themotion of the
particle betweenexposuresl&2, 2&3, 3&4, and4&5. The sumtotal of the individual
displacementsis usedasthevelocity vectormagnitudeandwritten to the output file. The
format for thevectordata is FORMAT(4F12.4). Following the velocity vectordataare two
commentlines. The first line tells how manyvelocity vectorsweredetected,and the second
line tells the amountof cpu processingtime requiredin thePDT processingstage. The
commentlines aremerelyfor archival purposes.
5). GRAPHICAL DATA ANALYSIS ROUTINES
The graphical data analysis and display routines are useful for analyzing both the time history
data files and the reduced velocity vector maps. Two routines are included, the first routine
POINTS, graphs the time history files generated from the boundary processing stage. The
second program, PDTGRAF, is used for displaying the velocity vector maps, interpolated
velocity vector grids, iso-velocity vector contours, and flow streamlines.
The graphical data analysis routines are written in Fortran 77 and compiled with Microway's
NDP-Fortran-386 compiler. The screen based text graphics and Microsoft compatible mouse
support are done using the Microway built-in GREX library. The on screen graphics (EGA,
VGA and superVGA) and 300 dpi hardcopy support on HP Laserjet style printers are
accomplished using Media Cybernetic's HALO Professional graphics primitives library.
POINTS
The POINTS routine is used for displaying the particle centroid time history files on the
computer screen or producing a hardcopy. At least initially, it is very instructive to examine
the time history files generated from the boundary processing programs so that the user
understands the effect of changing the inter-field image acquisition interval. Typical particle
displacements are on the order of 10 pixels between exposures, hence, by viewing the particle
centroid files, the user can determine if the displacements are in the proper range. Recall that
the time history files contain the single pixel particle centroids whose amplitudes indicate
from which field in the 5-field sequence the particle image was recorded. Since there were 5
exposures, 5 symbols are used to code the centroids. A complete particle displacement record
over all 5 images consists of the five different symbols in the appropriate order.
The POINTS program utilizes a command line argument for selecting the current display
resolution. The format of the program command line call and range of command line
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argumentvaluesare:
C:_>RUN386POINTSIARG
where:
RUN386: Microway DOS-Extenderprogramloader
IARG = 0, or
no argument:Video SevenVRAM VGA 1024×768x16colors
IARG = 1: IBM VGA 640×480×16colors
IARG = 2: IBM EGA 640x350x16colors
Regardlessof the screenresolution,the printer resolutionis always300dpi. Other video
boardsand screenresolutionscanbesupportedby selectingthe appropriateHALO
Professionalscreendriver and videomode.
The programqueriesthe userwherethe files are to bedisplayed;on thecomputerscreen,or
on the systemprinter. Thecomputerscreenis thedefault. Next, theprogramqueriesfor the
numberof files to bedisplayedor printed. The useris thenaskedto enterthe file name(s)to
be plotted. After all thefile nameshavebeenentered,theprogramwill either sequentially
display the imageson thecomputerscreen,or print 2 copiesof eachimageon theprinter.
For on screendisplays,the userpressesthereturnkey whenfinishedviewing thegraphto
eitherdisplay the next imageor end theprogram.
For theon screendisplays,bothcolor and symbolshapesareu_edtodistinguish theparticle
imagecenlroidsfrom different fields in the5-field sequence.Color coding thesymbols
makesup for the low resolutionof the computerscreen.However,on theprinter hardcopy,
only black and white areavailable. The symbolsizeusedfor both theonscreendisplaysand
for hardcopiesareapproximatelytwice aslargeasa normalpixel wouldbe from a time
history file 640x480pixel image. Thekey to thesymbol shapesand colorsaredisplayedat
the top of thegraph,just underneaththe file name. The five symbolsusedare:
Exposure # Symbol Type
1 •
2 +
3 *
4
5 x
Hence, a successful panicle displacement record which would be identified as a valid velocity
vector would appear as:
• + o • X
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The velocity vector corresponding to the particle displacement pattern is shown here
underneath the symbols just as an example. The particle direction is unambiguous due to the
time history encoding. The • marks the first exposure and the × marks the fifth exposure,
thus, the particle is moving from left to right. The full resolution of an HP-Laserjet style
printer is used for generating the 300 dpi image. A Virtual Raster Interface (VRI) device is
created within the computer's extended memory, which has tbe equivalent resolution of a 300
dpi image. The program displays a banner indicating that the image is being transferred to
the printer. Two copies of the graph are generated. At the completion of the print operation,
the program returns to the main menu. Typical print times on a 25MHz 80386 PC are 3-4
minutes. If an all black page is ejected from the printer, then an expanded memory driver
may be present. Extended memory must be used with the VRI driver. A sample print out of
a time history data file is shown in figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Graph produced from the POINTS program displaying a typical time history file.
PDTGRAF
The PDTGRAF program is a large collection of data analysis and plotting routines for
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interpretinganddisplaying the reduced velocity vector data. The input data to the PDTGRAF
program are the velocity vector map files generated either from the PDTLS or BSPDTLS
programs.
The PDTGRAF program utilizes a command line argument for selecting the current display
resolution. The format of the program command line call and range of command line
argument values are:
C:\> RUN386 PDTGRAF IARG
where:
RUN386:
IARG = 0, or
no argument:
IARG = i:
IARG = 2:
Microway DOS-Extender program loader
Video Seven VRAM VGA i024×768x16 colors
IBM VGA 640x480x16 colors
IBM EGA 640x350x16 colors
regardless of the screen resolution, the printer resolution is always 300 dpi. Other video
boards and screen resolutions can be supported by selecting the appropriate HALO
Professional screen driver and video mode.
The PDTGRAF program displays multiple data entry screens before the data processing menu
is reached. There are three data entry screens before the main menu screen. The functions of
each data entry screen are described below.
The initial screen, screen #1, displayed by the PDTGRAF program shows a banner message
and options of processing individual frames or a series of frames:
(SCREEN #1)
PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM
VELOCITY VECTOR GRAPHING & PRINTING ON HP-LASERJET
PROCESSING MODES: VELOCITY VECTOR INTERPOLATION,
ISO-VELOCITY CONTOURS, AND STREAM FUNCTION COMPUTATION
Written by M. P. Wernet Revised 10/31/90
(I) PROCESS INDIVIDUAL FRAMES
(2) PROCESS A SERIES OF *.DS# FRAMES
<2>:
in all of the program queries to the user in the PDTGRAF program, a default input value is
always displayed in <>. The default option is selected by just pressing the return key. The
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defaultoption for the abovescreenis option 2. In mostinstancesthe format of the datatype
to be readarealso denotedin brackets[]. For example,integerreadsaredesignated[I2], real
datatypereadsaredenoted[F6.2].
The individual frame option is for plotting singlevelocity vectormap files processedusing
the BOUND5 andPDTLSroutines. Screen#2 askstheuserhow many individual files areto
be read,and thenqueriesthe userfor thefile name(s)of the input datafiles. For eachdata
file nameentered,the useris alsoaskedto entera scalefactor for thedatafile. The scale
factor refers to magnitude of the velocity vectors in each file relative to the other data files
entered. The scale factor is used for scaling data sets with different inter-field acquisition
times and defines the magnitude of the velocity vectors in the subsequent graphing operations.
For only a single input file, a scale factor of 1 is appropriate. However, if two data files are
to be read in, VECTOR 1.DAT and VECTOR2.DAT, which were recorded with inter-frame
times of 5 and 10 field intervals (5 x 1/60, and 10 × 1/60 second intervals), then the ratio of
the velocity vector magnitude scales is 2:1. The scale for the 5/60 second data set would be
1.0, while the scale for the 10/60 second data set would be 0.5. Hence, the ratio of the inter-
frame acquisition times is used for scaling the different data sets relative to the maximum
velocity data set (shortest inter-frame time). The maximum velocity data set is usually
entered first, followed by the successively slower velocity data sets.
The PROCESS A SERIES OF *.DS FRAMES (option 2, screen #1) also queries the user for
the number of series to be read, and then queries the user for each series file name root.
Each series contains 5 data files. The user enters the file name root such as 'TEST010.DS',
and the program will read in data files TEST010.DS 1, TEST010.DS2 .... TEST010.DS5 for
each series specified. The user is asked to enter a velocity scale for each series of velocity
vector data files. Again, the scale factors are used to scale data sets with different inter-frame
acquisition times relative to each other.
In the PIV work performed at LeRC, a file naming convention has been adopted which
encodes some of the experimental setup parameters in the file name. For example, in the
series file names:
B0536025.DS 1
B0536025.DS2
B0536025.DS3
B0536025.DS4
B0536025.DS5
The letter 'B' is used to denote the experiment type. The '05' section is used to encode the
inter-frame time in field intervals, therefore, '05' means 5 field intervals, or 5/60 of a second
between acquired images in the sequence. The '36' is the run number of experiment type
'B'. The '025' number indicates the processing threshold level used in the boundary
processing of the original PIV images. The suffLxes 'DS#' are used to denote the five data
sets generated from the original 25-field image sequence. Typically, several data sets with
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different inter-frameintervalsareplottedon thesamegraph. Eachdataset hasapproximately
a 10:1dynamicrange(rememberthe 10pixel displacements).Hence,by addingthreedata
seriestogetherwith inter-frameacquisitiontimesof 05, 10,and 20, yielding velocity
magnitudescalesof 1, 0.5, and0.25,onecanobtaina velocity diagramwith a dynamicrange
of (10 × 1/0.25)40:1.
The necessityof simplifying thedataseriesentry procedurehasdriven thedevelopmentof the
following file entry coding. For examplesupposethe userwantsto enter3 dataseriesfiles
namedB0536025.DS(1-5), ,B1036025.DS(1-5),andB2036025.DS(1-5).Whenqueriedby the
programfor the numberof seriesto be readin, the userenters3 just asthey normally would.
Insteadof typing theentire file nameroots for all threeseriesandtheir respectivevelocity
vectormagnitudescales,however,whenpromptedfor the first seriesfile nameroot the user
entersthe following string:
$B-05-10-20-36025.DS
The programhasbeentold that 3 seriesare to be read. The '$' characterinforms the
programthat a codedstringhasbeenenteredwhichcontainsall 3 file nameroots. The
hyphensin the codestringareusedto delimit the inter-frameacquisitionintervalsin integral
multiplesof video fields (1/60second). For consistency,two field positions(i.e. -05- not -5-)
areusedfor all inter-frametime intervals. Theinter-frameacquisitionintervalsmust be
enteredin orderfrom shortestto longest,which correspondsto thehighestto lowest
velocities. The programgeneratesthefile namesandautomaticallyreadsin all threedata
seriesB0536025.DS(1-5),B1036025.DS(1-5),andB2036025.D'S(1-5)-,for a total of 15 files.
After enteringthecodedfile namestring, the useris promptedto enterthe scalefactor for the
first series.The usershouldenterthe scalefactor desiredfor the maximumvelocity data
series,which is the first dataseriesin the codedstring. The scalefactor canbegreaterthan
or lessthanunity. The valueof the scalefactorsetsthe relative lengthof all of the velocity
vectorsin the graphs. If thevectorsare too short,thenincreasethe scalefactor, or, if the
vectorsare too long, thendecreasethe scalefactor. Theprogramusesthe userenteredscale
factor and theinter-frameacquisitiontimesto calculatethe scalefactorsfor all theotherdata
series. In the exampleeaseabove,the inter-frametimesare5, 10,and 20 field intervals. If
theuserentereda scalefactor of 1.0for dataseriesB0536025.DS(1-5),then the scalefactors
for theother two dataserieswould becomputedto be 1.0× 05/10 = 0.5 for B1036025.DS(1-
5), and 1.0× 05/20 = 0.25 for B2036025.DS(1-5).The automateddataentry scheme
simplifies thedataentry processfor theuser.
After all of thedata files havebeenread,theprogramqueriesthe userfor the velocity scale.
The velocity scaleis theconversionfactor from theparticle imagepixel displacementsto real
world dimensionsof cm/secor m/sec. If no velocity scaleis entered,(thedefault option),
thena scalekey is not includedin the velocity vectorgraphs. Thevelocity scaleis computed
basedon thehighestvelocity dataset,or correspondingly,thedatasetwith theminimum
inter-frameexposuretime. The velocity scaleis computedfrom two parameters,the image
scaleLs,_ [m/pixels], andthe total exposuretime AT.
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The imagescaleis obtainedby placing a referencescale(ruler) in theplaneof the light sheet
illumination. ThedataacquisitionprogramPDTMNLS "Acquire a SingleImage"operation
can beusedto acquirean imagecontainingthe referencescale. Then the PDTMNLS
"Analyze Imagefor Boundaries"operationcanbe usedto find the numberof pixels between
two pointson thereferenceobject. Alternatively, theEPIX interactivemenubasedimage
processingpackage4MIP canbeusedto acquirean imageanddeterminethe numberof
pixels betweentwo points (x_,y_)and (x2,y2)on thereferenceobject. The distancebetween
the two points is given by D=[(x2-x_)2+ (y2-yl)2]_r2.The imagescaleis then simply the
physicaldistancebetweenthe two referencepointson thescaleobject divided by thedistance
in pixels,D, betweenthetwo points. A typical PIV setuphasan imagescaleof
approximatelyL,,_ = 2001.tm/pixel,whichcorrespondsto a 128×96mmfield of view in a
640×480pixel image.
The total exposuretime is thesumtotal of thefour inter-frameacquisitionintervals. For
example,if the inter-frameimageacquisitioninterval was5 videofields, then the total
exposuretime is AT = 4×5×1/60 = 0.333 seconds. The total time interval corresponds the
time elapsed from when the particle was first recorded on field #1 to the last record of the
particle on field #5.
The velocity scale is computed from the product Ls,_e and 1/AT. Hence, for the example
quantities given above, the velocity scale is:
Vs,,e = L_,l_ / AT
= 200l.tm/pixel / 0.333 seconds
Vs,_ = 6.0E-4 m/pixel-sec
When a non-zero velocity scale is entered above, a velocity scale is displayed in the 2-D
velocity vector plots. The displayed scale can be either the maximum velocity in the data set,
which is used as a reference scale for the velocity vectors in the graph, or the velocity scale
can be the mean velocity of all of the velocity vectors in the data set. After the user enters
the velocity scale into the program, the program queries the user for which type of velocity to
use in the scale computation, the maximum velocity or the mean velocity. The default is to
use the maximum velocity. For the maximum velocity, the program searches the velocity
vector data to find the maximum vector magnitude. The maximum magnitude reference
velocity vector is drawn at under the graph title along with the numerical value of the vector,
in cm/sec. Alternatively, the mean velocity option can be selected, which causes the program
to compute the mean velocity vector magnitude from all of the data vectors. The standard
deviation is also computed with the mean vector magnitude. A reference velocity vector is
drawn under the graph title along with the mean vector magnitude and standard deviation in
cm/sec.
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The lastparameterto beenteredin screen#2 is the graphtitle. By default, the program
generatesa title from the lastenteredfile name. The default title is acceptedby just pressing
thereturnkey. If a different title is desired,typethe new title andthenpressthe returnkey.
The maximumtitle length is 40 characters.For example,if singledatafile input is selected,
thedefault title is exactly the last datafile name. If seriesdatafile input is selected,then the
defaulttitle is the lastenteredfile nameroot with the addedsuffix '(1-5)', denotingthat a
seriesof datafiles havebeenread. Hence,if the seriesfile nameroot was 'B0536025.DS',
thedefault title is 'B0536025.DS(1-5)'. Again, if a different title is desired,type in the new
file nameat the promptandpressreturn. Finally, If a codedmultiple seriesfile root is
entered(beginningwith a '$'), then thedefaultfile nameis the codedstringminus the '$'
characterand with the addedsuffix '(1-5)', denotingthat all of the codedserieshavebeen
read.
In summary,anexampleof a screen#2 displayfrom PDTGRAFis shownbelow,wherethe
userinputsareshownin BOLD:
(SCREEN#2)
1l PARTICLEDISPLACEMENT DATA ALYSIS II
ONE SERIES, OR MULTIPLE SERIES TO BE ADDED [I2] <I>: 1
FOR AUTOMATED SERIES INPUT ENTER $X-##-##-##-XXYYY.ZZ
ENTER SERIES# 1 FILE ROOT [A40]: B0536025.DS
ENTER MAGNITUDE SCALE FOR FILE SERIES# 1 [F6.2] <i'.00>:" 1.0
READING SERIES FILE:
READING SERIES FILE:
READING SERIES FILE:
READING SERIES FILE:
READING SERIES FILE:
B0536025.DSI
B0536025.DS2
B0536025.DS3
B0536025.DS4
B0536025.DS5
VELOCITY SCALE IS ON A TOTAL EXPOSURE BASIS, ([m/pixel]/(TOTAL TIME))
TOTAL TIME = N*_T, (WHERE N = TOTAL # OF EXPOSURES - I)
VELOCITY SCALE CORRESPONDS TO THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY DATA SET (MINIMUM _T)
ENTER THE VELOCITY SCALE [(m/s)/pixel] < 0.00>: 6.0E-4
USE WHICH VELOCITY FOR SCALE (MAX=0,MEAN=I) <0>: 0
ENTER THE GRAPH TITLE <B0536025.DS(I-5)>:
The maximum number of velocity vectors which can be read is 4096. The internal storage
arrays must all be redimensioned if more than 4096 velocity vectors are to be read. As the
velocity vector data are read in, the x,y coordinates of the are adjusted to the vector tail
coordinate. Hence, the velocity vector data internal to the PDTGRAF program are treated as
tail coordinate data. Screen #3 is simply an information screen, no user input is required at
this stage. After all of the information about the number and type of data files, velocity
scale, scale type, and graph type have been entered, the program scans the data to remove any
duplicate vectors. Duplicate vectors can occur when multiple data sets are added together. A
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duplicatevectoroccurswhen two velocity vectorsoccurwith their tail coordinateswithin 2
pixelsof eachother. The programsearchesthroughthedataarraysdetectedvelocity vectors
which are too closeor on top of eachother. Whena duplicatepair is found, the program
keepsthelargermagnitudevectoranddiscardsthelower magnitudevelocity vector. The
largermagnitudevector is retainedbecauselargerdisplacements,correspondingto higher
velocities,aremoreaccuratethansmallerdisplacementparticlerecords.2 Screen#3 displays
the total numberof velocity vectorswhich wereinitially readform the files, and whenthe
sort hascompleted,theprogramupdatesthescreen#3 display to showthe numberof
'UNIQUE VELOCITY VECTORS'. The numberof removedvelocity vectorsis not of great
importance,but merelylets the userknow how manydatavectorsare left for subsequent
processing.The duplicatesortingoperationis very fast, andtypically completeswithin 1
second. A samplescreen#3 is shownbelow.
(SCREEN#3)
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After the display is updated with the number of velocity vectors remaining following the sort,
the user simply presses return to go on to screen #4, which is the main menu in the
PDTGRAF program. The main menu screen is shown below.
(SCREEN #4)
||
PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS H
IIFULL IMAGE GRAPH (640x480)
FILE: B0536025.DS(I-5)
INTERPOLATE VELOCITY VECTORS (ON SCREEN)
GRAPH THE RAW VELOCITY VECTORS (ON SCREEN)
INTERPOLATE VELOCITY VECTORS (HI-RES PRINT)
GRAPH THE RAW VELOCITY VECTORS (HI-RES PRINT)
REMOVE IRREGULAR VELOCITY VECTORS
SELECT A DIFFERENT GRAPH TYPE
PROCESS A NEW VELOCITY VECTOR DATA FILE
EXIT PROGRAM
The PDTGRAF main menu screen shows all of the data processing and display options. The
PDTGRAF program was written to display both the full frame 640×480 pixel images and a
special 2:1 aspect graph type. The 2:1 aspect graph type is used to display data obtained
from the Surface Tension Driven Convection Experiment (STDCE) setup at NASA LeRC.
Any subsequent reference to a 2:1 aspect graph, or to STDCE, are particular to this
experiment. The STDCE graph options were retained in the software to demonstrate different
graph types. The main banner on screen #4 displays the current graph type. The default
graph type is 'FULL IMAGE GRAPH (640x480)'. The graph type may be changed through
a menu option which will be discussed below.
The 'FULL IMAGE GRAPH' plots the velocity vector data on a 640×480 pixel graph. All
images obtained using the PDT technique can be displayed in this graph type. The graph title
is displayed at the top of the data plot, along with a subtitle which designates the data type in
the graph. The possible data types are 'RAW DATA', 'INTERPOLATED #GRID PTS =
XX', 'VELOCITY CONTOURS', and 'FLOW STREAMLINES'. The subtitle is
automatically set according to the type of graph selected. A velocity scale will also be
included at the top of the graph if a non-zero velocity scale has been entered.
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If the usershouldhappento selectthe STDCEgraphtype, thenthe messagebannerat thetop
of the main menuscreenwill read 'STDCE2:1 ASPECTGRAPH'. The STDCEgraphtype
assumesthedatawereobtainedfrom a 2:1 (width to height)aspectratio flow cell. In the
STDCEsetupat NASA LeRC, a cylindrical reservoirfilled with silicon oil and seededwith
A1203particlesis illuminatedby a sheetof light. In the sameplaneasthe light sheet,a CO2
laser beam heats the fluid surface. The surface tension gradient imposed on the fluid surface
drives a circularly symmetric counter rotating flow pattern. In another configuration, a
tubular heater is placed in the center of the reservoir instead having the CO 2 laser beam
impinge on the fluid surface. Hence, the STDCE graph type is designed to handle both of
these configurations. The user must enter the coordinates bounding the 2:1 test cell within
the 640x480 pixel field of view. If the heater was used, then the heater coordinates must also
be entered. The STDCE graphs display the file generated title header, as in the FULL
GRAPH type discussed above. In addition, the user can specify a main title for the STDCE
graph, which appears at the top of the graph. The axes are normalized, thus, the radial
coordinate, or x-axis runs from -1 to 1, and the vertical coordinate, or y-axis runs from 0 to I.
Subtitles, indicating the type of graph selected, are also displayed under the first two main
titles. Below the subtitle are two lines of text. The first line indicates the number of data
vectors read from the files and the number used in the current graph. When interpolation
operations are selected, the number of vectors used in the graph defaults to the number of
grid points selected. The second line of text displays the pixel coordinates of the test cell
entered by the user. If the heater option has been selected, then a rectangular box is draw at
the coordinates delimiting the heater position. A sample STDCE graph type will be shown in
a later section.
The menu portion of screen #4 displays the current graph title, (derived from the data file
names read). The menu pointer is indicated by the highlighted text. The menu pointer can
be moved either via a Microsoft compatible mouse, or by using the numeric keypad arrow
keys. The home and end keys can be used to place the menu pointer at the top or bottom of
the menu, respectively. Some of the menu items can be changed by choosing the 'SELECT
A DIFFERENT GRAPH TYPE' menu option. Each menu item will now be discussed in
detail.
INTERPOLATE VELOCITY VECTORS (ON SCREEN)
The '(ON-SCREEN)' designation simply means that the graph will be displayed on the
computer's graphics screen. The interpolation option is used to transform the randomly
sampled flow field data obtained from the PDT technique to a uniform grid of velocity
vectors. There must be at least 100 total velocity vectors present in the data files read for the
interpolation to be performed properly. The distribution of the detected velocity vectors also
affects the quality of the interpolation. A uniform distribution of velocity vectors is desired
for optimum performance. For the FULL FRAME GRAPH type, the velocity vector data are
interpolated over the region where velocity vectors are known to exist. When the velocity
vector data are read, the minimum and maximum x,y coordinates are recorded. These limits
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areusedto setthe boundariesof the interpolatedgrid. For the STDC graphtype, the grid
boundariesaredeterminedby thedimensionsof the 2:1 aspectratio testcell. In either case,
the velocity vectordataareinterpolatedoveranN×N grid, whereN is thenumberof grid
pointsenteredby the user. The numberof grid points is the samein bothdimensions,even
thoughthedataextentsmay not havea 1:1aspectratio. The maximumnumberof grid
pointsis 64. The internal storagearraysaredimensionedto this size. After enteringthe
numberof grid points, theuseris queriedwhetheror not to savetheinterpolatedvaluesto a
disk file. Thesetwo queries,which appearunder themainmenu areshownbelow:
ENTER NUMBER OF GRID POINTS [I2]: 32
SAVE INTERPOLATED VALUES TO A FILE (0=NO/I=YES) <0>:
The default option is not to save the interpolated values to a file. If the save to a file option
is selected, the user is prompted for the file name, and after completing the interpolation the
program writes the x, y, magnitude, and angle (degrees) values to the file. The x,y
coordinates are the coordinates of the velocity vector tail, not the midpoint. After the file
option has been addressed, the program computes the interpolated grid of velocity vectors.
During the interpolation operation, a message banner is displayed on the computer screen
indicating the percentage of the interpolation computation that has been completed. At the
completion of the interpolation, the program plots the interpolated velocity vector grid on the
computer screen. The resolution of the on-screen graph has been previously determined by
the command line argument value passed to the PDTGRAF program.
The interpolation algorithm starts by generating the xg,yg grid point from the minimum and
maximum data extents. The algorithm then sorts the velocity vector data according to the
distance away from the xs,y s grid coordinate. The twenty nearest neighbors to the grid point
are used in a weighted linear least squares analysis. A planar surface is fit to the velocity
vector data, and used to interpolate the velocity vector magnitude and direction at the xg,y 8
coordinate. The weighting factors used in the analysis are the inverse distances from the grid
point. When the data density in the region of the interpolation grid point is high, a good
estimate of the local velocity is obtained. However, there may exist regions in the flow
where the data density is low, yielding estimates which exhibit some random deviations from
the expected flow. The interpolation routine is quite efficient. The data sorting routines were
obtained from reference 16. Reference I7 gives a good description of different data
interpolation algorithms, from which the algorithm used in PDTGRAF was derived.
After viewing the graph displayed on the computer screen, press the return key to come back
to the PDTGRAF main menu screen.
GRAPH THE RAW VELOCITY VECTORS (ON SCREEN)
The second menu item, which is also the default option, is for plotting the raw velocity vector
files on the computer screen. The velocity vector map obtained contains the randomly
sampled velocity vectors detected using the PDT technique. There are three suboptions
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presentedafter selectingthis menuoption. The suboptionsare:
SINGLE COLOR (S), MULTICOLOR (C), OR MOVIE (M) <S>:
The default option is for a SINGLE COLOR graph, which displays all of the velocity vectors
in a single color. The next two options 'MULTICOLOR' and 'MOVIE' are only available
for velocity vector series data. The 'MULTICOLOR' option displays the velocity vector data
color coded by the file series number. Recall that the velocity vector file series are read in
with the suffix designation '.DS 1', '.DS2', ... '.DS5'. The file number order in the series is
recorded for each velocity vector. The series order number is used to set the colors of the
displayed vectors. This graph type is useful for tracing particle trajectories over the 25-field
image acquisition interval. The velocity vectors depicting a particle trajectory will be
oriented head to tail in a row, color coded by the order of detection.
The 'MOVIE' option allows the user to elucidate the flow field motion over the 25-field
acquisition interval. Again, the data series file numbers are used to time code the data files
as they are read into the program. The time code records are maintained even for multiple
data series reads. Each velocity vector has a number from 1 to 5 associated with it, depicting
to which frame in the 5 frame series it belongs. Fluid motion is observed by sequentially
displaying all velocity vectors associated each successive 5 field group in the series. Hence,
5 video frames are sequentially displayed on the computer screen. The up and down arrow
keys on the keypad can be used to increase or decrease the frame rate, respectively. The
graph is terminated by pressing the return key, after which the main menu is redisplayed.
INTERPOLATE VELOC_Y VECTORS (HI-RES PRINT)
The third menu item is used for generating a hardcopy of the interpolated velocity vector
graphs. The full resolution of an HP-Laserjet style printer is used for generating the 300 dpi
image. A Virtual Raster Interface (VRI) device is created within the computer's extended
memory, which has the equivalent resolution of a 300 dpi image. For the hardcopy option,
the user is not asked if the interpolated values are to be written to a file. The only user entry
is the number of grid points, just as for the on-screen version of the interpolation option.
During the interpolation operation, a banner is displayed on the computer screen indicating
the percentage of the interpolation computation that has been completed. Then, the program
displays a banner indicating that the image is being transferred to the printer. Two copies of
the graph are generated. At the completion of the print operation, the program returns to the
main menu. Typical print times on a 25MHz 80386 PC are 3-4 minutes. If an all black page
is ejected from the printer, then an expanded memory driver may be present. Extended
memory must be used with the VRI driver. A sample print out of an interpolated velocity
vector data set is shown in figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Interpolated velocity vector graph, in the STDC 2:1 aspect graph format with heater
GRAPH THE RAW VELOCITY VECTORS (HI-RES PRINT)
The fourth menu option is used for generating a hardcopy of the raw velocity vector data
graphs. The full resolution of an HP-Laserjet style printer is used for generating the 300 dpi
image. A Virtual Raster Interface (VRI) device is created within the computer's extended
memory, which has the equivalent resolution of a 300 dpi image. For the hardcopy option,
the user is not asked about single color, multicolor, or movie options. A simple 2-color
(black on white) image is generated. The program displays a banner indicating that the image
is being transferred to the printer. Two copies of the graph are generated. At the completion
of the print operation, the program returns to the main menu. Typical print times range from
3 to 4 minutes on a 25MHz 80386 PC. If an all black page is ejected from the printer, then
an expanded memory driver may be present. Extended memory must be used with the VRI
driver. A sample printout of a series of velocity vector raw data is shown in figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Raw velocity vector data file plotted in the STDC 2:1 aspect graph format with heater.
REMOVE IRREGULAR VELOCITY VECTORS
This operation is used to clean up the data sets obtained using the PDT technique. Not all
data sets require the irregular vector removal operation. If the original image quality is high,
the particles uniformly distributed and not too dense, and a sufficiently high threshold level is
used, then very few incorrect identifications will be made. However, typically a few percent
of the velocity vectors obtained will be improperly identified velocity vectors. These
improperly identified velocity vectors can be removed by the routine. The main premise used
in the irregular vector removal algorithm is that there are a sufficient number of 'good'
velocity vectors surrounding the bad velocity vectors. The mean good qualities are used to
eliminate the bad velocity vectors.
By selecting the menu option, the operation starts immediately; no user input is required. A
banner is displayed on the computer screen showing the initial number of velocity vectors.
The percentage completion of the irregular velocity vector removal operation is also displayed
in the message banner. At the completion of the operation, the number of remaining vectors
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is displayed. To return to themain menutheuserpressesthereturnkey.
The irregular velocity vectorremovalalgorithmis similar to the interpolationalgorithm. For
eachvelocity vector, the 10nearestneighboringvelocity vectorsfrom the testvector tail
coordinateare found by expedientlysortingthe velocity vectordata. The meanx- andy-
velocity componentsarecomputedfrom the 10nearestneighbors. The meanvector
magnitudeis alsocomputed. Next, the standarddeviationsof thex- and y-velocity
componentsarecomputed. The velocity vector underconsiderationis thentestedby
comparingthe absolutevaluesof thedifferencesbetweenthemeanx- and y-velocitiesand the
x and y velocity standarddeviations. If thedifferenceis greaterthan3 timesthe computed
standarddeviationin either velocity component,the vectorundertest is rejected. The
componenttestsareessentiallyinsuring that theflow doesnot turn too sharply. In addition
to the componenttests,the magnitudeof the velocity vectorunder test is comparedto the
computedmeanvectormagnitude. If the vectormagnitudeis greaterthan3 timesthe mean
vectormagnitudeof the 10nearestneighbors,thevector is rejected. The final test requires
that the nearestneighborbewithin 50 pixels from the vector under test.
If the velocity vector passes the first battery of tests, then a second battery of tests is
performed. The second series is identical to the first set, with the exception that the tests are
performed about the vector head coordinate. Sometimes insufficient information exists about
the tail of a velocity vector to make a proper judgement concerning its validity. The
secondary test has shown to provide a more rigorous test of the velocity vector quality.
Under most circumstances a single pass of the irregular vector'remo,,;al routine is required.
For extremely erratic data, the routine may be executed a number of times, until no more bad
velocity vectors are identified. The user should be cautioned, however, that typically a few
good velocity vectors are eliminated along with the bad velocity vectors. The algorithm is
not perfect, but does a suitable job, lest the user be inclined to remove the bad velocity
vectors manually.
SELECT A DIFFERENT GRAPH TYPE
The change graph type menu option allows the user to change from the default 640x480 pixel
velocity vector plot to the 2:1 aspect ratio STDCE graph type. Other graphing options are
also selected from the submenus. The first query is for the graph type: I=FULL GRAPH
640×480, or 2=STDC 2:1 ASPECT. After selecting the graph format, the user is queried for
the type of data analysis to perform. The choices are l=Interpolation (velocity vectors),
2=Velocity Contours, and 3=Flow Streamlines. The interpolation option is the default and
has already been discussed above. The randomly spaced velocity vector data are interpolated
over a user defined grid. Both options 2 and 3 require an interpolated velocity vector grid as
input. The velocity contour operation computes the contour levels for the velocity vector
magnitude over the interpolated velocity vector grid. The contouring routine was written in
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houseat NASA LeRC by theComputerServicesDivision. Givenana 2-D arrayof x,y,z
values,the contouringroutinefinds thex,y coordinatesof linesof constantz-values. A
samplevelocity contourgraphis shownbelow for the samedataplottedin figures4 and 5.
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Figure 6: Velocity contour graph in STDC graph format with heater.
The streamline operation first computes the stream function for the flow field from the
interpolated grid. The stream function computation uses a Gauss-Seidel integration and
assumes that the stream function _, is zero at the boundaries of the interpolated velocity
vector grid. TM The _--0 boundary condition assumes that the flow under study is a closed
system, which is appropriate for the STDCE graph type. The flow streamlines are computed
using the contouring routine on the calculated stream function. The graph below shows the
computed flow stream lines for the same data sets plotted in figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 7: Graph showing the flow streamlines in the STDC graph format with heater.
The subsequent number and type of questions presented to the user vary depending on the
selected graph format. Screen #5a is shown below for the FULL GRAPH 640x480 graph
format. After selecting the graph type the program queries the user for the type of data
analysis. The default type of data analysis is the same as the previously selected type. At the
start of the program, the default data analysis type is interpolation. If a new type of data
analysis is desired select the new type by entering the appropriate option number. If either
option 2 or 3 is selected, then two additional questions are asked. The first question is the
number of contour levels to display, from 2 to 16. The default number is 16 contour levels.
The second question is whether or not to display contour labels. If option 2, velocity
contours, has been selected, there are two possibilities for the contour labels displayed. If no
velocity magnitude scale has been entered into the program when the data files were read,
then the contour labels indicate the velocity vector magnitude in pixels. If a non-zero
velocity scale has been entered, then the contour labels are in units of cm/sec. If option 3,
flow streamlines, has been selected, then the contour labels are the normalized values of the
stream function from 0 to 1, regardless of the velocity scale. After the contour label on/off
flag has been set, the program returns to the main menu.
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SCREEN#5a
[[PARTICLEDISPLACEMENTTr CKINGDATA ALYSISII
CURRENT GRAPH TYPE IS FULL IMAGE 640x480
SELECT NEW GRAPH TYPE: (1=FULL, 2=STDC) <i>: 1
FOR INTERPOLATED GRAPHS 1=VELOCITY VECTORS, 2=CONTOURS,
ENTER NUMBER OF CONTOUR LEVELS (2-16) <16>: 16
CONTOUR LABELS (ON=O/OFF=l) <0>: 0
3=STREAMLINES <i>: 2
Screen #5b is shown below for the case of the STDCE 2:1 ASPECT graph type. The first
four questions to the user are identical to the case above in screen #5a. However, there is
additional information required for the STDC graph type. The boundaries of the actual test
cell in pixel coordinates must be answered in questions 5 and 6. The default values are from
a baseline data set previously stored in the computer. The next query determines whether the
heater was used in the STDC setup for the current data set. If the heater was present, the
next query requests the horizontal coordinates of the heater (the heater spans the entire height
of the test cell). The final question is for a graph title, which appears at the top of the graph
above the file name indication title.
SCREEN #5a
PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS
CURRENT GRAPH TYPE IS STDC 2:1 ASPECT
SELECT NEW GRAPH TYPE: (1=FULL, 2=STDC) <i>: 2
FOR INTERPOLATED GRAPHS 1=VELOCITY VECTORS, 2=CONTOURS, 3=STREAMLINES <i>:
ENTER NUMBER OF CONTOUR LEVELS (2-16) <16>: 16
CONTOUR LABELS (ON=0/OFF=I) <0>: 0
ENTER (X,Y) COORDINATES OF LOWER LEFT CORNER OF STDC CELL < 24, 72>:
ENTER (X,Y) COORDINATES OF UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF STDC CELL <604,358>:
ENTER (I) TO ENTER HEATER COORDINATES, OR (0) FOR NO HEATER <0>: 1
ENTER LEFT AND RIGHT EXTENTS OF HEATER <280,338>:
ENTER MAIN TITLE FOR GRAPH: SAMPLE GRAPH
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The main menu is affected by the choice of the data analysis type. If the default of just
interpolated velocity vectors is selected, then there is no change in the main menu previously
displayed in screen #4. If option 2=velocity contours is selected, the INTERPOLATE
VELOCITY VECTORS option in the main menu is replaced with GENERATE VELOCITY
CONTOURS. Alternatively, if option 3=streamlines is selected, the INTERPOLATE
VELOCITY VECTORS option in the main menu is replaced with GENERATE FLOW
STREAM LINES. When either option 2 or 3 is selected from the main menu, the user is
asked to enter the number of grid points to perform the interpolation. The velocity vector
data must be interpolated before the contours or streamlines can be computed. The data
interpolation message banner is displayed on the computer screen while the data are being
interpolated. At the completion of the interpolation, the velocity contours or flow streamlines
are generated. For the GENERATE FLOW STREAMLINES ON SCREEN option, after the
user enters the number of grid points, two additional questions are presented. The screen
display below shows the flow streamline option activated and the three questions asked when
the GENERATE FLOW STREAMLINES (ON SCREEN) option is selected. The second
question pertains to the configuration of the test cell. For STDC, the test cell is circularly
symmetric, hence, cylindrical coordinates are used to compute the stream function. The
alternative option is rectangular coordinates. The last question asks the user if the computed
stream function values are to be written to a file. If true, the user is queried for the name of
the file to store the data. The first element in the file is the number of data points contained
in the file. The data are stored in triplets x,y,_, in F12.4 format. The option of writing the
stream function values to a file is only available for the (ON SCREEN) option, not for the
(HI-RES PRINT) option.
PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS
STDC 2:1 ASPECT GRAPH
FILE: B0536025.DS(I-5)
INTERPOLATE VELOCITY VECTORS (ON SCREEN)
GENERATE FLOW STREAMLINES (ON SCREEN)
INTERPOLATE VELOCITY VECTORS (HI-RES PRINT)
GENERATE FLOW STREAMLINES (HI-RES PRINT)
REMOVE IRREGULAR VELOCITY VECTORS
SELECT A DIFFERENT GRAPH TYPE
PROCESS A NEW VELOCITY VECTOR DATA FILE
EXIT PROGRAM
ENTER NUMBER OF GRID POINTS: 32
USE RECTANGULAR=I, OR CYLINDRICAL=2 COORDINATES <2>: 2
SAVE STREAM FUNCTION VALUES TO A FILE (O=NO/I=YES) <0>: 1
ENTER FILE NAME TO STORE STREAM FUNCTION VALUES: STREAM.OUT
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PROCESS A NEW VELOCITY VECTOR DATA FILE
This menu option clears all of the data arrays and starts back at screen #1 to query the user
for the type of data files to be read. All of the current graph format and data analysis options
are preserved.
EXIT PROGRAM
The function of this menu option is to terminate the program execution and return to the DOS
prompt.
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7). APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
Particle Image Boundary Processing Algorithm
The boundary processing routine sequentially processes all 5 fields in the acquired sequence.
The images to be processed are compared to the user supplied threshold level as they are read
into the computer memory. The threshold level is set just high enough to remove the
background noise from the CCD camera. The boundary search is initiated in the upper left
corner of the image, searching from left to right for non-zero pixel amplitudes. When a non-
zero amplitude pixel is detected, the program searches the particle image boundary in a
clockwise manner. Starting at the initially detected non-zero amplitude pixel, the program
looks at the pixel on the right, and then looks at the pixel below. If a non-zero amplitude
pixel is found to the right, the program moves there. If a non-zero amplitude pixel is found
below the current pixel, the program moves there. This search procedure (right-down) is
repeated, and the coordinates of the upper right corner of the particle are recorded until the
test fails. The program then switches to a look down, look left mode. This search
precedence defines the lower right portion of the particle image perimeter, until a null case is
found. The lower left comer of the particle image is found by a look left, look up
precedence. When this search procedure obtains a null condition, the final search mode
begins. The final search mode is a look up, look right, which defines the upper fight corner
of the particle. The search terminates when the initial search position is encountered. All of
the detected non-zero particle image perimeter coordinates are stored_
Next, the program scans the perimeter coordinates to determine the minimum x and y extents,
and the maximum x and y extents of the particle image. These limits are used to define a
rectangular area which is integrated along the x and then y axes to determine the x and y-
projections of the particle image. The particle image's intensity weighted mean x and mean y
coordinates are computed from the respective projections. The particle image centroid
coordinates, along with the current field number being processed are stored. The pixel
amplitudes in the rectangular area delimiting the particle image are then set to zero amplitude.
Setting the pixel amplitudes to zero avoids redetecting the particle image on a subsequent
pass. The program then resumes searching in a left to fight direction for the next non-zero
pixel value. The entire bounded region of the image file is searched for particle image
centroids.
The particle centroid data is then written to a time history file. The size of the time history
file is 640×480 pixels, by 8 bits. The particle images are effectively 1 pixel in diameter, and
the amplitude of the pixel indicates on which field in the 5-field sequence the particle was
recorded.
The accuracy of the estimated particle image centroids depends upon the size and shape of
the particle image. The particle image intensity distributions are assumed to be approximately
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Gaussian.The accuracyof the estimateis proportionalto the width of the particle imagein
pixels. A Maximum Likelihood Estimationanalysishasbeenperformedfor Gaussianshaped
particle imagesandthe resultsare reportedin reference15. In reference15,a graphical
representationof thevariancein the particle imagecentroidestimateasa function of the ratio
of theparticle imagestandarddeviationto pixel width is presented.For a Gaussian
distributedlight intensityparticle image,theez diameter(de.z)of theparticle is definedas4eL
where_ is the standarddeviationof the Gaussiandistribution. Thepixel width is ev. Hence,
oq can be defined as _/ep = de._/4ep. For a typical particle image, which is nominally 5 pixels
across (oq = 5/4.1 = 1.25), the estimated variance is 0.2 = Loglo{oqVar(ot2)}. Hence, _,_2 =
±2.8/_1, which means that the error in the estimated centroid decreases inversely with the
recorded particle image intensity. A conservative estimate for the error in particle image
centroid estimate is _o_ = _+0.5 pixels, which corresponds to a small image brightness. This
value for the error estimate is used in all subsequent analysis of the estimates of the error in
the measured velocity vectors. For more discussion of the errors in the measured velocity
vectors see references 13 and 15.
The conservative estimate for the error in the centroid estimate above is used because, as
mentioned previously in the discussion of the boundary processing routines, image fields are
acquired by the data acquisition software. The image fields contain only 240 lines, thus each
line of video is doubled as the image field files are read into the computer. Doubling the
number of rows in the image has a minimal effect on the particle centroid estimates, down to
3 pixel wide particles. For particle images smaller than 3 pixels, the vertical estimate of the
particle image centroid may be off by as much as +1 pixel.
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APPENDIX II
The sourcesfor all of the softwarecomplilersand frame-grabber hardware and software are
given below.
NDP Fortran-386 Version 2.1
Microway Inc.
P.O. Box 79
Kingston, Ma 02364
508-746-7341
Microsoft C Version 5.1
Microsoft Corporation
16011 NE 36 th Way
Box 97017
Redmond, Wa 98073-9717
Microsoft Mouse Programmers Referrence Guide
Microsoft Corporation
16011 NE 36 'h Way
Box 97017
Redmond, Wa 98073-9717
4-MEG Video Board
4MDRV Subroutine Library
PXIPL Image Processing Library
4MIP Interactive Image Processing Program
EPIX, Inc.
310 Anthony Trail
Northbrook, IL 60062
708-498-4002
HALO Professional Graphics Kernel System
(Fortran Version)
Media Cybernetics
Silver Spring, Md 20910
800-446-HALO
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